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For all the very latest information, visit the website at www.pmsc.org.uk  , and Follow us on Facebook. 

 

 

        

            

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

The safety of Pin Mill Sailing Club members and volunteers 

remains the top priority of the Commodore and the committee 

and the club will remain closed while Government and RYA 

advice is evaluated.  

 

 

A sub-committee under the chairmanship of the Commodore has 

been formed to plan how and when the club can reopen.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                            
    

Follow us on Facebook. 

Pin Mill Sailing Club Social, 

and click follow  

 
The next newsletter will be in late 

July, for August.  Contributions as 

early as possible please to; 

Circular@pmsc.org.uk or 

sara@pinmillcruising.co.uk  

 

Photographs welcome  

 

 

 

 

       

 

Diary            July 2020 

http://www.pmsc.org.uk/
mailto:Circular@pmsc.org.uk
mailto:sara@pinmillcruising.co.uk
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Memories  
 

A neighbour and fellow PMSC member Jack Paramore was tidying his loft when he 

came across a December 1941 issue of Yachting Monthly. Amongst the various 

articles, pre-war photographs and even advertisements was one he rightly thought 

might interest me:  

 

 
In one article there were three extraordinary coincidences  

There was a photograph of the 1930, Arcachon-built 43ft yawl "Vetiver" which I 

owned for 39 years. The photograph shows her racing pre-war off Osea Island. 

Leading by a short head is; "Chittabob III", the yacht I owned in the '50s before buying 

Vetiver!   Chittabob III was designed and built by the famous Sibbick of Cowes in 

1902 and raced at West Mersea as a 6 metre which she closely resembled. Chittabob 

III and Vetiver were both sold to me by none other than the boss of The East Coast 

Yacht Agency, George Jones the brother of Jack Jones the yacht designer and YM 

journalist who featured in Julia Jones's recent YM* article describing the wartime role 

of Yachting Monthly as the magazine for wartime yachtsmen serving with the Royal 

Naval Volunteer Reserve.  *Julia is a relation of both George and Jack! 
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Having retired, we bought "Wizard of Paget" in 1994 and put her in the garden as our 

"Maritime Garden Ornament" for a major rebuild whilst still sailing Vetiver. By 1998, 

retirement gave us the time to press on so put Vetiver on the market (after 39 years) 

having just taken her to Le Havre and back. An advert in Classic Boat saw her sold 3 

weeks later and delivered to Mel Skeets yard at Woodbridge.  

 

The keen new owner had her hauled out and then never set foot on her again until Mel 

broke her up 4 years ago as the new owner hadn't paid for any storage.  I used to go to 

wish her A Happy Christmas and arrived there the day after the deed was done. Sad 

but inevitable but we really enjoyed her..  

Coincidentally, Wizard was heading in the same direction and spent 8 years in our 

garden but has since reached her 51st birthday having covered nearly 19,000 miles 

with us mostly around Biscay which says a lot for fibreglass! 

 

                       
 

 

Mark Grimwade  

 

                                                                  

Nautical Photograph Competition  
    

 

 

Start preparing for the Nautical Photograph Competition in October. The competition 

was organised by Jake Cleyndert for several years, and the first prize the Cleyndert 

Trophy is awarded in his memory. 
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This year’s competition will be on the 3
rd

 and 4
th

 of October, and I am confident that it 

will take place in one way or another.  So I hope you have all been using your down 

time to capture the perfect composition in the perfect light.  

 

The subject matter must be of a nautical nature, or at least contain visible water.  

Inspiration is available on our website where you will find the last three year’s 

excellent prize-winners.  I will publish more details nearer the time.   

 

Val 

 

                         

Books to read, if you can’t go afloat just yet 

 
 

  Sadly there will be no barge match this year so I have 

just read a book about barges instead.  Different things encourage one to read a 

particular book; in the case of ‘The Third Hand’ by Graham Dent it was the picture on 

the cover, and that one of the chapter headings read ‘Bored in Ipswich’ (who has not 

felt this?) 

 

It is a work of fiction and the story begins with a mystery.  In 1965 a yachtsman is 

rescued from the sea by the barge Daisy Maud, and when he comes round he discovers 

that it is 1939 and he is 25 years younger.  Thus he becomes the third hand of the 

barge. 

 

We travel with Daisy Maud as she delivers her freights throughout Essex, Suffolk and 

the Thames.  The detail and the jargon suggests that Dent knows his subject well.  I 

could almost hear the skylarks in the Essex creeks, and feel the bustle of Woolwich 

and the Surry docks.  A variety of other characters and barges join the story as 

preparation is made for an important barge match, and there is much talk of the 

possibility of war, and how it will affect them.  There is also much drinking in Pubs. 

Oddly, some place names are genuine and some are fabricated, though it is not too 

difficult to work out where you are with regard to the latter.  One thing that marred the 
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book for me was the clunky and improbable love story between our hero and the 

daughter of the Firm’s owner.  However, I enjoyed this little book, and felt that I too 

had gone back in time for a while.  

 

If you prefer your barges in more historic or technical terms then the library has books 

by authors such as Carr, Benham and Cooper.   Also, please feel free to put together 

your own book review for the newsletter. 

. 

Val,  PMSC librarian                                                                            

 

The Short Long History of Kelpie II 
 

 

          
 

 

Imagine you are a young man of somewhat limited means; keen on sailing, and you 

and your brother want your own boat.  Buying a new boat is beyond the means of a 
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working man, even a manager in his father’s building business, but if you could build 

one for yourselves you could manage the material costs. Building boats is not easy in 

your time, there are no kit boats, no ‘build it at home’ plans from understanding 

designers, no reliable marine glues or fillers, ply wood and laminating are far in the 

future; it is either traditional plank on frame construction or nothing. In 1900 there is 

very little for the ‘home’ boatbuilder because there are so very few of you. There are 

boatyards down on the Thames that may offer advice and you have skill as a joiner, but 

the challenges are great.  

 

A sensible man would gravitate to a simple tried and tested form with easy building 

techniques, something traditional and known. But a sensible man would have 

dismissed the idea as too much to take on from the start. 

 

Defying logic, Herbert Kennard (with the assistance of his brother Albert), decided to 

build a radical plate and bulb keel, light weight, ‘canoe yacht’, designed by a London 

lawyer called J Pain Clark. Pain Clark was a keen sailor and canoeist who thought that 

canoe design could beneficially influence yacht design. He had a budding reputation 

for designing speedy boats, and Herbert was a racing man. The boat design was 

originally drawn for a yacht called Rani IV built by the Burnham Yacht Company for a 

Mr C B Matthews of London.  26ft long, 6ft 6in beam and drawing 3ft 9in, it goes 

without saying that she was gaff rigged. The design displacement was 4,000lbs of 

which 2,000lbs was lead for the bulb. Coincidently, or maybe not, another extant 

example of Pain Clark’s work, White Moth, was amateur built by Col Wyckham 

Martin of furling gear fame. 

 

                    
 

Even given that they were building the boat themselves this was to be an expensive 

project. The boat ready for sea cost £82 5s 5d, (£82.27p) when a skilled man earnt 8d 

(4p) per hour. That is 61 weeks of work, or about £32,000 in today’s money. Having 

nowhere suitable available they also had to erect a shed in which to build her, which 

they did in their father’s works yard in Lewisham.         
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After a journey down to the river on a wood cart she was launched at Greenwich, 

probably in Deptford creek, with the river police in attendance. She first took to the 

water at 14.00 on Saturday 28th June 1902 and was christened Kelpie II. 

 

She was then sailed to Erith about 15 miles downstream where her crew picked up a 

mooring at Erith Yacht Club. They then completed fitting out, finishing the details of 

the rig and provisioning, the next Saturday and set off down the Thames and up the 

East Coast for a holiday cruise. Four people lived on board for 9 days hopping up the 

coast and getting as far as Pin Mill. Conditions on board must have been a far cry from 

those expected today. The cabin would just fit three men sleeping abreast with ‘the 

ships boy’ in a pipe cot in the very narrow forepeak. For further details her log for this 

cruise is available on sailing-by.org.uk.  It is evident that they were very happy with 

the boat and her sailing qualities, delighting in her speed and weather kindliness. 

 

She seems to have cruised the coast most summers, apart, of course, from the war 

years, but Herbert also raced her frequently at club level, at Erith Yacht Club where 

she had a permanent mooring. 

 

Herbert was a very early member of the club which was founded in 1900. He is 

reputed to have still been racing there, and winning, in his 80th year. Even in the post 

war years Herbert sailed in ‘proper’ rig, duck trousers, pea jacket or blazer, white shirt 

with club tie and cap. But all things come to an end. 

 

As time passed Herbert sailed less and by the late 1940’s David his son was sailing the 

boat more than his father. Eventually Herbert passed on his boat to David who carried 

on the tradition of cruising the Essex rivers and Thames estuary, particularly liking the 

Ore and Alde.  He became commodore of Erith in 1970, a position he held until 1974. 

David retired from his job as a registrar for London University and bought a house in 

Pin Mill in 1973. The next year he and his friend Barry Page sailed Kelpie to Pin Mill 

to take up her second permanent mooring. Dave settled himself into the community, 

where he was already a familiar face, becoming well known and liked. He based the 

boat there racing, cruising and day sailing. Kelpie is still known by the older 

inhabitants of this little hamlet as Dave Kennard’s old boat. 

 

Dave’s sailing partner Barry Page was offered a job by an electronics firm in 

Colchester and moved there from Rochester in 1981 but is still remembered by older 

members of Erith Yacht Club with affection. He bought Kelpie from Dave in April 

1988 and took her mooring over. He paid £500 for the boat but, as Dave explained in a 

letter between them, knowing where she was going was more important to him than 

the money. 

 

For most of her life Kelpie had overwintered either afloat or in saltings but for the past 

few years had been coming ashore out of season to King’s Boatyard. Barry looked 

after the boat as best he could and had some crucial work done. Her keel plate was 
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doubled at some point and Barry had her decks sheathed in ply and epoxy.  One of her 

garboards was replaced in 1992 and a new mast was built in 1990, but apart from 

general maintenance and re-fastening those were the only major projects. Although I 

think it is in some ways regrettable that the decks are sheathed, I would not have 

bought her if she had needed re-decking. 

 

I used to have a mooring next to Kelpie when I kept my previous boat, a Victorian 

racer, at Pin Mill.  I used to row past and think that if I changed to a boat with a lid she 

would be my ideal. 

 

I approached Barry in the yard one day and asked that if he ever thought of selling 

Kelpie he would talk to me first. He told me that he thought she was getting a bit much 

to cope with but he would have to check with his family before making a decision. I 

have since learned that by this time Barry was suffering from the early stages of an 

undiagnosed illness. I got the impression that he checked my suitability as the next 

owner of a boat that he loved. I obviously passed muster and a sale was duly arranged. 

I sold my Orford Whitewing, Quinque and took over Kelpie in 2004. 

 

It was evident that Kelpie, although she was still sailing, had been taken somewhat for 

granted. I do not think I am being unfair to her previous owners saying that.  I know it 

takes either a lot of money, or skill and time to keep a centenarian going, and given 

Barry’s condition it is not surprising that things had slipped a bit. The problem with the 

keel would be particularly challenging to anyone but a skilled welder. I have spent the 

intervening years slowly working through the jobs that needed doing and am now 

happy that she is strong, sound and good for the future. 

 

No owner has yet sold Kelpie in order to move on to another boat; I do not think I will.  

I would have to find a boat that suits me better first.   

 

Four owners, two moorings, 118 years, a short history for such a long time. 

 

Rik Graham  

 

P.S. 

I would like to add a note of thanks to Gus and Sarah at Kings Boatyard for their 

forbearance, assistance and advice during the time I have owned Kelpie.   
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Newsletter 
 

Again, this newsletter is an online edition only, we are not printing and posting any 

copies at the moment .. maybe next time?  

Another big thank you from the editor to all those who have sent in article and stories 

for the extra newsletters in the last couple of months, it has been a great help. 

New feature for next month .. Letters to the editor. 

I can’t promise that all letters will be published, but please send in your views, 

memories or suggestions, or perhaps volunteer to join the committee in November. 

Many thanks, the editor                                          Circular@pmsc.org.uk  

 

 

mailto:Circular@pmsc.org.uk
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One small step …. One giant leap! 
 

Some members may remember that during our circumnavigation Ute and I sent back 

occasional "newsletters" to the folks back home so they would know we were still 

alive.  We sent one on reaching the Panama Canal but before transiting and another 

some time later and after transiting.  We went through in 2007,  however since then 

they have widened the canal and locks to accommodate even larger ships.  This article 

comprises bits of both newsletters and covers our whole transit experience.......   

 

 

We are now in an anchorage known as "The Flats" which is the waiting area for yachts 

transiting the Panama Canal. Our way ashore is through the Panama Canal Yacht Club 

but we are advised not to set foot outside the Club without using a taxi because the 

town, Colon is just too dangerous for outsiders, particularly "whites" who have enough 

money to buy a boat.....  We had expected that on arrival at the Panama Canal we 
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would be given a wait of three weeks or more before our transit, so in the event we 

were pleasantly surprised that we only had to wait ten days.   

Amongst the yotties there is a great feeling of camaraderie and expectation, similar to 

that we experienced in Tenerife before the Atlantic crossing. There is a great deal of 

preparation needed before transiting the Canal. Every boat has to have a pilot on board 

and in addition to the skipper you have to have FOUR "line handlers".  I went on a 

"look-see" trip as a line handler on somebody else's boat and really it is not the big 

drama that it is made out to be as long as everybody knows what to do and 

concentrates on the job in hand. The transit involves going up 85ft through the three 

Gatun Locks, then you moor up overnight and continue through the canal and the three 

downlocks the following day. We have been given a date of Wed 14th March (2007) 

so we will arrive on the Pacific side on the 15th.......   

The Panama Canal has a website.....  www.pancanal.com  and somewhere on the 

homepage there is a link to their Webcams. 

There are three webcams....  at Gatun Locks, Miraflores Locks and there is also one on 

the new Centenary Bridge.  We leave in the late afternoon and will almost certainly go 

through the Gatun Locks in the dark.....  That is also the middle of the night in the UK 

so I don't think many people will want to watch that.....  (except my MUM&DAD!) 

However, give or take an hour or so, we will probably be going down through the 

Miraflores Locks at about 5.00pm GMT (6.00pm in Europe) , on the 15th. So if 

anybody would like to look in we will try to give you a wave!  Remember Damarri is a 

CREAMY YELLOW colour with a DARK GREEN stripe round her and she has 

DARK GREEN canvass work.  

The Canal was designed for big ships and was never intended to take small boats. The 

Locks are HUGE and millions of gallons of water flow in and out in just a few 

minutes. If small boats are not properly restrained they can get tossed around, a bit like 

throwing a match stick into a flushing toilet! Over the years many boats have been 

damaged and indeed, two days before our transit, a most beautiful wooden boat was 

badly damaged while coming through the other way.  We later had supper with the 

owners and it had all been pretty traumatic for them.....   The transit had been the focus 

of our every thought for a long time and after meeting those folks we were pretty 

nervous about it.  However we prepared as best we could and I'm pleased to say that in 

the event, it all went smoothly.   

For transiting the locks you are required to have four 100ft lines and four line handlers 

in addition to the skipper.  It is also advisable to have more fenders than most people 

carry.  Inevitably there are "Agents" (local wide boys) to assist should you need any 

help and they do a roaring trade in renting out 100ft lines and old tyres!    

So...... here we are on the threshold of the next chapter in our adventure..... 
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                                                 Entering the first Gatun Lock....... No turning back now! 

 

 

Sunrise over Gatun Lake......  We were woken by the roar of Howler Monkeys! 

 

Transiting the canal between the locks is about 30 miles of motoring ........ 

As a rule, sailing boats do not spend long periods motoring and do not have big 

engines. Going through the Canal involves motoring the whole way, sometimes at 

quite high power so quite a few have problems with their engines either overheating or 

developing mechanical faults. I'm pleased (and relieved!) to say that Damarri acquitted 

herself well. The engine just "purred" all the way and even at our "economy revs" we 

were a tad faster than all the others and got to the Locks first. 
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On approaching the Miraflores (down) Locks, when I told the Pilot that we had told 

friends and family to watch on the live webcam, he phoned the "Cam Controller" who 

turned the camera right on us and zoomed in.  I'm told we could be seen quite clearly 

though my Mum didn't pick out the "Look Mum, No hands!" sign we taped on! 

Entering the Miraflores Locks 

   

                                   .......under "The Bridge of the Americas" and out into the Pacific! 

 

It was a long day but.........We made it!!! 
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Sailing Adventures in the Baltic 
 

Keil Week 

 

 

Kizzy at the British Keil Yacht Club  
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The skipper and crew of Kizzy testing Danish icecream!                         

 

Cruising advice  
 

 

Good advice for crusing, on the river, the coast or on an ocean,  can be found on the 

RYA website.  

https://www.rya.org.uk/knowledge-advice/safe-boating/Pages/hub.aspx  

 

If you are cruising the waters of another country, under the United Nations Convention 

on the Law of the Sea, that country is quite within its rights to ask you to comply with 

its legislation, rules and regulations. This may include the requirment for  the skipper 

to hold an Internation Certificate of Competancy (ICC) and a radio certificate or the 

carriage of local publications or particular safety equipment.  

                                        

 

https://www.rya.org.uk/knowledge-advice/safe-boating/Pages/hub.aspx
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Sailing  
 

 

 

In addition PMSC may organise some short races for members as discussed at the 

meeting in February.  

If interested please email  Sailing_Secretary@pmsc.org.uk  

mailto:Sailing_Secretary@pmsc.org.uk
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Some restrictions still apply; including 

 Maximum stay is 2 nights.   

 No fees will be charged.   

 No toilet or shower facilities will be available. 

 A Pier Master will be on duty from 0900 to 1600, on 07748  154039.   

 Do not share lines and always tie up yourself - do not rely on others to help.   

 No rafting up is permitted.   

 Rubbish must be bagged in black sacks. The filled sack should then be left 

outside the Pier Master’s office between 0900 and 1600 

 Social distancing should be adhered to at all times, including with the Pier 

Master  

 Do not enter the Pier Master’s office, located on Ha’penny Pier. 

 Aggressive and abusive behaviour towards members of our staff will not be 

tolerated.   

 The area is under 24-hour CCTV surveillance.               

                                                    


